


25,000+
Mobile app downloads

500,000+
Users participated in AirDrop

200,000+
Social media followers

30,000+
Transactions

20,000,000$
Total trading volume

DexCoyote - it is a 

. Coyote products help to issue and verify a crypto asset, attract 

the attention of the community, as well as conduct closed and open rounds of 

sales - IDO.

series of decentralized tools for founders, developers and 

ordinary users
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Exchange

Through Coyote, any user can create and launch the sale of their own 

cryptocurrency tokens.



Thus, using Coyote, users can purchase tokens that are not yet available


on other exchanges under the most favorable conditions, as well as join the project 

and get to know its founders before the wide popularity of the project

More info: info.coyote.ae/swap Link: coyote.ae/swap

Connect Wallet Choose the blockchain Enter the address token Buy tokens
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http://info.coyote.ae/swap
http://coyote.ae/swap


The ability to  through the DexCoyote smart contract without 

programming knowledge in one of several blockchain networks.

create your own cryptocurrency asset in 3 minutes

Generate Tokens

Binance Smart Chain Ethereum Polygon

More info: info.coyote.ae/generator Link: coyote.ae/generator

Connect Wallet Choose the blockchain Fill out the short form to 

create a token

Generate a token
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http://info.coyote.ae/generator
http://coyote.ae/generator


Liquidity pool generation for every asset that is traded on DexCoyote. To create a 

Liquidity Pool, you will need to add a token to Coyote, deposit tokens into a smart 

contract and set a price for each token in network tokens, for example: BNB.

Liquidity Pool

The functionality of the Liquidity Pool allows you to change the price of 

an asset, as well as increase or decrease the volume of sold tokens at 

any time without restrictions.

More info: info.coyote.ae/liquidity Link: coyote.ae/liquidity

Connect Wallet Choose the blockchain Fill out the short form to 

create a token

Generate a token
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http://info.coyote.ae/liquidity
http://coyote.ae/liquidity


More info: info.coyote.ae/airdrop Link: coyote.ae/airdrop

Go to airdrop page Choose the project Fulfill the conditions of 

participation

Get project tokens to 

your wallet

A platform where 

 through Coyote avoiding additional authorization of the wallet on third-party 

sites and unsafe resources. By instant, deferred or selective accrual of tokens for 

participation in the promotional campaign of the token.

each user can take part in AirDrop and receive tokens to their 

wallet

AirDrop’s
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http://info.coyote.ae/airdrop
http://coyote.ae/airdrop
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More info: info.coyote.ae/scan Link: coyote.ae/scan

Enter the token address Get full information about 

the project

Database of all tokens created, traded or added to Coyote. 


Users can find out the volume of sold tokens, the number of holders, 

transactions and subscribers in social networks.

Scanner

http://info.coyote.ae/scan
http://coyote.ae/scan


Link: coyote.ae/wallet

Own decentralized wallet in the form of a 

 with convenient connection 

to all services and functions - Coyote.

mobile application, 

website and browser extension

Wallet
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http://coyote.ae/wallet


HOWL - The base token of the Coyote platform to attract primary investment in 

the creation and further promotion of the crypto-products of the ecosystem.



 Sale of tokens through 

PancakeSwap, CoinsBit and Coyote. Passed internal token audit and daily 

trading activity.

Over 11,000 token holders and 25,000 transactions.

Token

Link: coyote.ae/scan/howl

Funds from the sale of tokens go to the liquidity of the token as 

well as to the promotion and development of DexCoyote.

Later, DexCoyote will launch a token redemption program 

and will spend up to 75% of the profit on it.
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http://coyote.ae/scan/howl
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Link: coyote.ae/feed

Coyote Feed is a decentralized social network with a single feed of 

user posts, where  on a 

particular product, market situation, present and future crypto 

market.

each participant can express their opinion

Feed

http://coyote.ae/feed


Link: coyote.ae/api

Post your token sale form on your website and don't 

redirect your buyers to Dex Coyote.

Sell tokens on your website

Code for Buy. The liquidity pool 

 or any web page in order to sell tokens on 

their own resource without going to Coyote.

holder can place their token sale 

form on their website

API
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http://coyote.ae/api
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Team

Founder of the project 

Kirill Sagitov

technical director 

Dmitry Filinov

Backend developer

Konstantin Antropov

smart contract developer

Semen Molodyh

FullStack Developer

Alexey Bagmanov

development and testing

Nikita Mashkov

Community Leader

Ilya Tinyakov 

UX/UI Designer, 3d designer

Roman Zamiralov

video editing, graphics

Bogdan Andreev

design, animation

Arina Bukanova



Social Media

youtube.com/@coyotedex twitter.com/dexcoyote t.me/dexcoyote medium.com/@dexcoyote instagram.com/dexcoyotecom
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Media

27.03.2023

DexCoyote.com is a free 

decentralized tool for your 

successful IDO. With the help...

Read more

15.03.2023

Crypto industry has rendered 

decentralization a mainstream 

term. People love the fact...

Read more

12.07.2022

Currently, the total valuation of 

the company is more than 

5,000,000 US dollars...

Read more

25.11.2022

Top Investors from Latvian 

Bank Get Attracted by Lama 

Group Inc. for Its Web...

Read more

25.11.2022

Lama Group Inc. announces the 

attraction of a certain number of 

Latvian bank...

Read more

http://youtube.com/@coyotedex
http://twitter.com/dexcoyote
https://t.me/dexcoyote
https://medium.com/@dexcoyote
http://instagram.com/dexcoyotecom
https://news.bitcoin.com/dexcoyotes-daily-trading-volume-exceeded-1-5-million-and-broke-into-the-top-6-dex-exchanges-on-dappeadar/
https://www.thecoinrepublic.com/2023/03/15/dexcoyote-is-pushing-new-projects-up-by-offering-idos-in-the-crypto-sector/
https://www.forbes.pl/kirill-sagitov-pozyskal-nowe-inwestycje-w-dexcoyote/mn8z644
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-11-25/top-investors-from-latvian-bank-get-attracted-by-lama-group-inc-for-its-web-application-development
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-11-25/top-investors-from-latvian-bank-get-attracted-by-lama-group-inc-for-its-web-application-development
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-11-25/top-investors-from-latvian-bank-get-attracted-by-lama-group-inc-for-its-web-application-development
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-11-25/top-investors-from-latvian-bank-get-attracted-by-lama-group-inc-for-its-web-application-development
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/top-investors-latvian-bank-attracted-084000870.html
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Request for investment

Raising $10 million in Pre-series A at a preliminary 


estimate of $50 million

To participate in the deal, register in the site   Regolith.com

$100

Minimum entry:

offers

Upcoming Active Sold Out

12 offers

273Angel

DexCoyote

DexCoyote is a decentralized exchange with zero 

entry barriers for conducting IDOs without a liquidity 

pool.

Current company

valuation

Left

Average monthly

trading volume

$7.15m$1,000,000

$54,829

More

Active

PortfolioDashboard Account

3

Сards

5

UN

9:41
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How do i connect to Regolith

and participate in the deal?COYOTE 

Sign Up Identity verification Replenishment Deals

If you are already a Regolith client, then you do not need to re-register on the site, just write to your personal 

manager that you want to connect to the new tool and how much you plan to start with.

Registration for website


Regolith.com

Confirm E-mail and pass KYC Replenishment of the account


"Bank Swift transfer in USD" or


USDT/USDC cryptocurrency

Participate in a Yalla!Market or 

other deal on the Regolith 

marketplace
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Terms of deal

Minimum deposit $100

Maximum deposit $9 999

Price per share $1

Purchase fee 5%

Sales fee 0%

Profit fee 20%

offers

Upcoming Active Sold Out
12 offers

273
Angel

DexCoyoteDexCoyote is a decentralized exchange with zero 

entry barriers for conducting IDOs without a liquidity 
pool.

Current company
valuation

Left

Average monthly
trading volume
$7.15m

$1,000,000

$54,829

More

Active

Portfolio

Dashboard

Account

3

Сards

5

UN

9:41


